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Classroom technology supports
(Chromebooks, iPads, Nearpod, etc.)

Full-time Instructional Technology Coach
at each school. In Year 4, one ITC took a
district position and the other took leave in
the Spring. Despite this, both provided
ongoing support.

PROJECT SUMMARY

G r e s h a m - B a r l o w  S D

Increase student achievement in the area of literacy. 

Reduce the gaps in literacy achievement for students of color, English
Language Development (ELD) students, students with disabilities, and
students living in poverty. 

Project Objectives:

1

2 Elementary Schools: North Gresham ES and Kelly Creek ES 

Kindergarten through Grade 3

Population Served:

Funded:

Grant Implementation Timeline: Year 4 of 4 (SY 19-20) 
EVALUATION METHODS

District 
Leader Interviews

4Teacher Survey
        educators completed the Fall 2016 baseline
survey. 

         educators completed the Spring 2020 survey.19

31

  Teacher
Interviews
5



Spring 2020:

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
Districts support regular, inclusive and shared professional

development (PD) among teachers.

Educators overall rated individualized PD as more useful than group PD.
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Coaches provided one-
on-one and group

training to teachers to
model best practices and

answer questions

Technology Walks allowed
educators to observe other

teachers utilize technology in
the classroom

Educators could access
online resources to

reference as part of the
professional development

efforts

Year 4 PD Activities

Year 4 PD Impact

GBSD Teachers' Self-Reported Technology Skill Level
Higher levels indicate a higher technology skill level
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Baseline:

By Spring 2020, 79% of
teachers were at a

Level 4 or 5

New tools being used for instruction:

Nearpod
iReady
Clevertouch
Seesaw
Screencastify

Google Classroom
Google Slideshows
Kahoot!
Tomorrow Bus

Level 1 - 3 Level 4 - 5
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I'm easily able to differentiate in the two
core components of math and reading,

which has been the biggest game-
changer for me. In the morning, I read  a

daily five where I can meet with small
reading groups. To have the kids that I’m
not meeting with at their desk, working or

listening to something that is at their
level, allows me to really dig in with those

kids that I'm actually working in a small
group with and with less interruptions.            

-GBSD Teacher

Top 3 ways that GBSD teachers
report using new technology for

instruction: 

Demonstrating learning,
Assessments, & Hands-on
learning

Differentiated instruction

Small group instruction

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
Districts support regular, inclusive and shared professional

development (PD) among teachers.
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Changes in GBSD Teachers' Instructional Strategies

Seeking out activities that
promote increased problem

solving/critical thinking
using classroom technology 

Integrating the most current
research on teaching and

learning when using
classroom technology

Fall 2016 Spring 2020

By Spring 2020, 42% of
teachers were integrating

research when using
classroom technology

By Spring 2020, 42% of
teachers were seeking

out problem solving
activities

INCREASED FROM
10% TO 42%

INCREASED FROM
19% TO 42%



42%

76%

100%

54%

Percent of Cohort 2 students at
benchmark DIBELS Composite Score 

78%

85%

LE
P

85%
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In Cohort 2, the achievement gap for SPED students and those with Limited
English Proficiency was minimized over the course of the grant. 

The rate of students at benchmark on the DIBELS assessment was higher
for Treatment Group students than Comparison Group students. By the
end of the grant, Cohort 2 students demonstrated the most promise by
noticeably outperforming Comparison group students in the final year of
the grant.  

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
Districts support regular, inclusive and shared professional

development (PD) among teachers.
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Year 4 Academic Outcomes
A quasi-experimental comparison group design was used to assess impact of the grant. The Treatment
Group included students who started kindergarten in SY 16-17 (Cohort 1) and SY 17-18 (Cohort 2). All

Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 students attended Kelly Creek or North Gresham schools. The Comparison Group is
made up of students who started kindergarten in SY 16-17 at Highland and Powell Valley schools. 
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Effective Technology Integration
Strategies for at-risk subgroups:

Technology allows at-risk
students to listen to
assignment instructions and
stories, as well as re-watch
lessons

Educators can differentiate
assignments and tasks based on
needed skills for SPED students

Technology provides students
of color with tools to amplify
their voice and share their
world experiences

SP
ED

Spring 2017 Winter 2019



Technology integration increased
since baseline, most notably with
the use of technology for students

to work individually

26%

39%

32%

48%

36%

47%

90%

79%

90%

84%

Students have adequate
access to technology
resources in the classroom

DIGITAL AGE LEARNING CULTURE

Teachers use digital
content and resources in
their instruction

Teachers observed their
students were more
comfortable using digital
tools for learning

The percentage of teachers who frequently...

Create lessons plans that
incorporate technology

Use technology to deliver
instruction

Adapt activities to students'
individual needs using technology

Have students work individually
using technology in class

Have students work in groups
using technology in class

District embraces a cultural shift and views technology as positive.
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= Spring 2020= Baseline
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100%

74%

95%



Parent Involvement

Technology is used to communicate with parents and provide
electronic access to view student progress. 

GBSD hosted Tech Nights for families to attend focused on
technology literacy and instructional technology, as well as
exhibiting student work through technology. 

Teachers are continually learning
and seeking new ideas

Administrators are supportive of
technology integration efforts

Teachers share an understanding
about how technology enhances
learning

Technology has improved my communication with parents, because I'm able
to give them updates on their child's progress. Before it would've taken me a

lot more hours just to keep track of it . I'm also quick to print out or email
reports to parents. It has allowed me to engage parents as partners in their

kid's education by inviting them to join me in looking at data.

- GBSD Teacher

DIGITAL AGE LEARNING CULTURE
District embraces a cultural shift and views technology as positive.

G r e s h a m - B a r l o w  S D

GBSD educators affirmed their school supports a culture of technology integration.
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100%

68%

84%



DIGITAL AGE LEARNING CULTURE
District embraces a cultural shift and views technology as positive.
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GBSD Transition to Distance Learning

Teachers were experienced with instructional technology tools
selected for distance learning such as SeeSaw and Google Classroom

GBSD Teachers were Prepared

I saw teachers getting really creative with setting up little mini digital
classrooms or using their own homes, or parts of their actual classroom to
engage students online. Also, things that we try to do face to face obviously
had to be shifted; I saw a lot of teachers being really creative with community
circles and giving students a voice in new ways online. I think some of those
new strategies we saw before the shift and then continued with distance
learning. They were still using those engaging tools online but in a greater way.            

Teachers demonstrated creativity when setting up their digital
learning classrooms

GBSD Students were Prepared

Students were prepared to use
applications and Chromebooks

Since students were utilizing
tools in which they had prior
experience, teachers did not
need to provide tutorials

Other Positive Findings

Provided parents with more
insight regarding technology
integration

The TechSmart professional
development provided a
foundation for training non-
TechSmart teachers to use the
tools 



VISIBLE LEADERSHIP
District leadership is actively involved and working with key

communities to accomplish change.
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All Spring 2020 survey respondents reported that administrators in
their school were supportive of technology integration efforts.
Responses at Baseline (Spring 2016) were also high at 97% suggesting
that school administrator support for technology was strong
throughout the grant. 

DATA-DRIVEN IMPROVEMENT

Current, relevant, and high-quality data from multiple sources are used to
improve schools, instruction, professional development, and other systems.

100%
 

of teachers use
technology  to

analyze data about
student learning

95% 
of teachers are

confident in their
ability to assess

students' progress
and provide

feedback.

Technology initiatives were a priority for district leadership. Interviewed
educators noted that the superintendent aimed to meet technology
requests, and the technology director collaborated with the
instructional leadership team on technology initiatives. 



FUNDING & BUDGET
District’s budget repurposes resources and seeks outside funding to

focus on promising practices and technology supports.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
District strategic plan reflects shared commitment to improving outcomes

for students.
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The district leveraged funds from the Gresham Education
Foundation to obtain funding for Nearpod.

"I have always seen tech as a
part of equity because in our
society you need to know how to
use a computer and you need to
know how to access your email.
I'm so grateful that my students
starting at the age of five are
building upon those skills,
especially those who might not
have a computer at home or
who don't have parents who are
able to teach them those skills
at home. I think that it's a big
equity barrier that having one-
to-one devices at all schools is
working to break down so that
all kids can have
access to the toolbox."

- GBSD Teacher

Leaders reported that the strategic plan
focuses on developing self-directed
learners, and technology aligns well with
that.

According to GBSD interviews:

Teachers, coaches and principals noted they
have seen the benefits of technology coaches
and were interested in seeing these roles
continue. 

TechSmart schools were at a 1:1 ratio of technology, in which
all students have access to either Chromebooks or iPads as
well as several applications.
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1
Gresham-Barlow TechSmart teachers expressed overall
satisfaction with the PD model—particularly the individual
support provided by coaches. The coaches have been one of
the most valuable resources of GBSD’s TechSmart grant over
the last four years with teachers highlighting that they are
able to ask coaches questions and have coaches demonstrate
technology use. Coaches have supported the districts’
progress toward becoming technologically proficient, and
educators expressed an interest in keeping these roles when
the grant concludes. 

Despite survey responses that suggested room for
improvement around technology integration, teachers
provided several examples of promising instructional
practices that utilized technology. A common theme
throughout the report was that teachers utilized
differentiation and reported it was an effective strategy.
Further, educators noted that differentiation supported
student engagement and met the needs of at-risk students. 

3

2
DIBELS benchmark data were examined for two cohorts of
Treatment Group students and a Comparison Group.
Treatment Group Cohort 2 students noticeably outperformed
the Comparison Group on this assessment. Student
achievement data further demonstrated that the TechSmart
grant supported at-risk subgroups with these groups
achieving DIBELS benchmark status at rates similar to—and
sometimes higher than students who were not in these at-
risk subgroups. 
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The school and district culture supported the integration of
technology; however, support for technology seemed higher
from district leadership as compared to teachers. Despite this
latter finding, educators reported that they have
collaborated and communicated with colleagues as it
pertains to technology integration.

5

In addition to differentiation, teachers also highlighted the
ability to use technology to allow students to listen to
instructions and lessons read aloud, demonstrate their
learning, and self-direct their learning. This latter strategy
was further emphasized by survey feedback that suggested
students were more capable of working independently than
students in teachers’ previous classrooms. Additionally, a
leader indicated that self-directed learning is a big part of the
district’s strategic plan, and technology is helping to facilitate
this goal. 
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Feedback on the year-end status report and from teachers
and leaders suggests that the grant prepared the district to
shift to distance learning when campus closed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The district selected Google Classroom
and Seesaw as instructional platforms, which some teachers
and students were already prepared to use based on prior
experience. Despite this, teachers described the pivot to
distance learning as “stressful” and the district noted that
some students and families were facing other obstacles in
their lives as well. 
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